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Abstract  
Irregular dynamics of simple chaotic systems
containing noise sensitive features are considered 
Some results are given on the statistics of the time
development of the resulting bursty epochs in the
state variable of the system  Crisisdriven intermit
tency may occur where the behaviours are almost
indistinguishable from those of the noisesensitive
features  Experimental results are presented which
illustrate the theoretical studies 
I  INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with the behaviour of simple
low dimensional non linear mappings under iteration
The mappings are designed to contain small Features
which we can call traps  or snags These are dis 
tinguished by the following behaviours If the state
variable enters a trap feature the chaotic  motion
ceases in the absence of noise	 and the system rests
at a 
xed point If the state variable enters a snag
the motion is con
ned to the region of the snag but
may continue to develop with iteration number pos 
sibly periodically or chaotically In the absence of noise
the state variable remains within the trap or within the
snag feature unless the snag has a structure which can
eject the motion beyond the adjacent 
xed point which
de
nes the extent of the feature
The dynamics of these systems display bursty beha 
viour which is reminiscent of intermittency and may
reasonably be thought of as intermittent In the pres 
ence of added noise or if the snag has stucture extend 
ing beyond the feature the state vector may be ejected
from the feature until it is recaptured some variable
time later The statistics are well de
ned and access 
ible to calculation
In practical systems rather than mathematical ideal 
isations or simulations there will always be added un 
avoidable system noise This may lead to grossly qual 
itative dierent behaviours for the real system com 
pared to its simulation or theoretical behaviour
This has important consequences for general large
scale simulations of non linear complex systems hav 
ing some kind of feedback or global search process In
cases where the simulation displays erratic or bursty
behaviour it would be reasonable to search for traps
or snags
We also observe experimentally that interesting be 
haviours occur when the features are of a size such that
the inherent system noise can perturb the motion bey 
ond the extent of the feature For simulation purposes
such added noise may be approximated by adding to 
gether a set of computed random variables which mimic
the presence of additive white Gaussian noise
We shall give some simple results on the theoretical
statistics of the distribution of the probability of enter 
ing and leaving a trap as a function of the number of
iterations
We shall show some experiments which con
rm the
predicted behaviour which is reminsicent of burst noise
and is also reminiscent of intermittency of the Pomeau 
Manneville  types Not all systems which appear
to be intermittent may be behaving according to the
known classes of intermittency It may be that noise
driven processes appear very similar to such intermit 
tencies
II  THE MAPPINGS
A model mapping which we shall consider consists of
a piecewise linear system on the interval   	 with 
straight line sections The system is sketched in Fig 
ure  Inside the centrally placed square box of side 
which we term The region of the Feature	 is placed a
Feature which can be either a trap or a snag The size
of the Feature and its region can be made arbitrarily
small The mapping is described mathematically by
the following set of equations 
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Here F x	 is the mapping of the Feature which is
discussed below
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Figure  The mapping containing the Feature
III  FEATURES
Two possible Features
 
are shown in Figure  They
are described mathematically as follows 
A trap
If F x	 represents a function containing a single 
xed
point we refer to the Feature F x	 as a trap The
simple trap studied here consists of three straight line
sections two of slope m equal to the slope in the larger
system containing the Feature and where
m 
  
  

and the central section of the Feature has slope  Of
course in general all that is necessary for the Feature
to be a trap is that the magnitude of the central section
slope is less than unity making the 
xed point a stable
attractor
 
It is of course possible to nest Features in a recursive heir 
archy
A snag
If F x	 has a periodic attractor or exhibits chaos we
refer to the Feature F x	 as a snag The simple snag
studied here has three straight line sections as for the
trap above but the central section has slope s where
   s   
  
  

This range for s ensures that the piecewise linear
mapping remains within the square feature box of side
 The snag consists of a self contained chaotic at 
tractor from which the motion cannot escape unless
there is added system noise
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Figure  Two of the possible Features
If on the other hand the points turning points	 of
the snag extend beyond the region of the Feature as in
Figure  then the chaotic motion within the snag will
occasionally escape onto the larger region where it will
stay until recapture This we term crisis induced inter 
mittency When the points approach from inside	 the
Feature box walls arbitrarily small amounts of noise
may contribute to this escape Observation of the dy 
namics will not help to decide on the size of the snag
compared to the size of the Feature unless the added
noise is known accurately
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Figure  The mapping leading to crisis induced inter 
mittency
IV  CRISISINDUCED INTERMITTENCY
In the case referred to in the last section where the
points of the snag just touch the sides de
ning the re 
gion of the Feature a crisis occurs and arbitrarily small
amounts of noise can eject the system from the Fea 
ture If the points extend beyond the Feature there
will be a probability of escape even though there is no
added noise The motion will then consist of periods of
chaos within the Feature interspersed with intermit 
tently occurring periods of motion outside the Feature
The intermittency sets in suddenly at the crisis point in
the case of a hypothetical system with no added noise
However in a real system with Gaussianly distributed
added noise the crisis point is less well de
ned as the
Feature size is increased
V  ITERATIONS
To follow the evolution of the system dynamics iter 
ations are performed with added Gaussian noise g
n

having zero mean value and standard deviation  such
that at each iteration the state variable is
x
n 
 fx
n
	  g
n

For the main mapping not the feature	 the added
noise may possibly take the state variable outside the
range   	 So if x
n
  we set the state variable as
  x
n
and if x
n
  we set the state variable as  x
n

This procedure is equivalent to reecting the mapping
at the  and  boundaries Assuming    the ab 
solute value of the gradient of the mapping is every 
where approximately  except in the central region of
the Feature which leads to the sequence x
n
being uni 
formly distributed over the range   x   Hence
the probability of trapping after n iterations has an
exponential distribution for if T
n
is the probability of
exactly n iterations to trapping then there are n   
iterations where trapping does not occur and the prob 
ability is    	 of one of these occurring then there
is the 
nal iteration where trapping occurs the state
variable enters the feature	 and for this iteration the
probability of trapping is 
Thus
T
n
   	
n  
	
By a similar argument the probability J
n
for exactly
n iterations to occur before the state variable leaves the

xed point inside the trap feature is also exponentially
distributed If J
 
is the probability of leaving the trap
in one iteration then
J
n
 J
 
  J
 
	
n  


Given that the added noise is Gaussian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where erfc x is the complementary error function
VI  CIRCUITS
The experimental circuits used for this work were con 
structed from three operational ampli
ers having dif 
fering adjustable gains and with output ranges restric 
ted to a certain amount feeding a summing ampli
er
This generated the transfer function for the system in 
cluding the various Features Control of the transfer
function parameters was achieved using ten turn pre 
cision potentiometers
A two stage sample and hold circuit was used to
transfer the output of the transfer function generator
back to the input on a clock pulse provided by an ex 
ternal generator
Two copies of these circuits were constructed they
could be used together with a matrix rotation circuit
to investigate two dimensional systems
VII  EXPERIMENTS
Two experimental pictures are shown First we show
an experimental picture Figure 	 showing trapping
and releasing of the state space variable in a real elec 
tronic system built to display these phenomena In this
experimentthe noise is ejecting the system from a 
xed
point trap the Feature in this case is a trap
Figure  Dynamics of a trap Feature with added noise
And second we show the corresponding experi 
mental picture Figure 	 showing the system entering
and leaving a snag The Feature is a snag but it is not
apparent from this picture whether the noise is ejecting
Figure 	 Dynamics of a snag Feature
the system from the Feature or whether the Feature is
displaying crisis induced intermittency
At the conference presentation a tape will be played
demonstrating the sounds produced by these systems
VIII  DISCUSSION
It is possible that the work reported here although
appearing simple and obvious has important con 
sequences for those people who model real chaotic sys 
tems by computer simulation and by mathematical
analysis as well as for those people who construct elec 
tronic chaotic systems based on simulation and ana 
lysis We have deliberately set out to build chaotic
systems containing long chaotic transients and noise 
sensitive mappings In the double well oscillator 
reported elsewhere and also in the grazing bifurcations
observed  in the oset impact oscillator  there
are also intermittencies and regions of the motion which
are strongly noise dependent It is even possible to see
eects in the double well oscillator strongly suggestive
of trapping with subsequent release by adding noise
It is also possible to observe trapping in electromech 
anical chaotic toys which may be obtained commer 
cially In this case the motion may settle down into a
periodic solution for some tens of minutes from which
it inevitably escapes eventually due to some local noise 
like perturbation Just as one cannot ever be sure that
the chaotic transient has died away and the motion lies
on the strange attractor so in a trapping system one
cannot be sure that the chaotic transient may not sud 
denly be re excited by the interaction of a Feature with
the system noise In the electomechanical examples one
may observe the system for some long time hours or
days	 before 
nding a long lived trapping event If then
the trapping lasts for some time there is a temptation to
construct a mental model where there has been some
physical change postulated to the physical con
gura 
tion of the system
The probabilities of entering and leaving a trap or
snag depend critically the dimensionality of such sys 
tems We have built a second order system from elec 
tronics In such a system it is possible to engineer a
Feature of relative lateral extent    whose size com 
pared with the total available space for the system is of
the order of 

 It is clear that whilst the time to cap 
ture by the feature increases as 
N
	 rapidly with the
dimension N of the system the probability of release
set by the size of the noise compared to delta is largely
independent of the dimension This means that capture
can be an infrequent occurrence in large dimensional
systems having traps which are not small compared to
the range of the variables In such a system there can
be therefore a large amount of noise commensurate
with the size of the feature	 and the overall time de 
velopment may be very similar to that displayed in the

gure
IX  CONCLUSIONS
The construction of these simple circuits has given us a
tool with which to deepen our understanding of irreg 
ular processes in chaotic systems which appear inter 
mittent We propose that the study of such systems
provides valuable qualitative insight into the classes
of behaviour which may occur in real chaotic systems
 Bursty behaviour which appears intermittent
may indicate the presence of traps or snags It is prob 
ably due to added noise but there is the possibility that
it may be an intermittency induced by crisis
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